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ABSTRACT

I study the informativeness of reinitiations of coverage, which are defined as the resumption of

coverage of a stock by a broker after more than six months of interruption. Reinitiations are

associated with a significant short-term market response, in particular when the same analyst is

assigned to the stock. However, I show that this market response is incomplete. Interestingly, the

price patterns that follow the issuance of regular upgrades of recommendation and reinitiations

differ significantly. Prices adjust quickly after a regular upgrade, while reinitiations are followed

by a sustained price increase in the following six months. I assess the economic magnitude of this

initial underreaction by setting up a trading strategy. I show that reinitiations of coverage are the

only type of recommendation that delivers significant positive abnormal returns after transaction

costs with a three- and six-month investment horizon. I investigate several explanations in relation

to gradual information diffusion, limited attention and changes in firm profitability. Portfolio sorts

on proxies for market attention indicate that firms subject to a lower level of initial attention expe-

rience the strongest cumulative abnormal returns. Reinitiations also coincide with improvements

in firms’ profitability. Overall, my paper studies a very informative signal, which can help us better

understand the phenomena of market underreaction and market overreaction.
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Whether sell-side analysts add value has been a debate for many years among financial economists.

Analysts gather and collect pieces of information about the firm fundamentals, and produce fore-

casts and ratings. Previous work has documented that the release of analysts’ reports is associated

with abnormal returns. For example, Stickel (1995) shows that buy recommendations are followed

by an average abnormal return of 1.2% in the eleven business days centered on the issuance day,

and Womack (1996) documents an abnormal return of 3% in the three-day period surrounding the

addition of a stock to the buy list of a broker. However, it is unclear to what extent investors can

actually benefit from following analysts’ advice. For example, according to Barber, Lehavy, Mc-

Nichols, and Trueman (2001), strategies based on purchasing stocks that have the most favorable

recommendations are unlikely to generate abnormal returns that survive transaction costs.

In this paper, I focus on reinitiations of coverage. I define a reinitiation of coverage as the first

report issued by an analyst after a period of interruption of at least six months. Several reasons

can lead a broker to discontinue the coverage of a firm: the analyst might have left the broker, the

stock might have been placed on a restricted list because of regulatory requirements, or the analyst

might believe that the firm’s prospects are poor. The latter is reflected in McNichols and O’Brien’s

(1997) self-selection hypothesis. Analysts would prefer to stop the coverage of a firm rather than

downgrade it and potentially damage their relationship with its management. In a similar vein,

Scherbina (2008) argues that terminations of coverage enable analysts to withhold bad news about

the firms they cover. Kelly and Ljungqvist (2007) find that exogenous terminations of coverage 1

carry no information about the future performance of the covered firms, unlike a control group of

endogenous terminations. I filter out resumptions of coverage that are less than six months old

in order to remove terminations of coverage that are motivated by regulatory or other exogenous

reasons.

In line with previous studies, I consider both rating levels and changes. Indeed, Womack (1996)

documents that upgrades lead to the strongest short-term response, and Jegadeesh, Kim, Krische,

and Lee (2004) find that recommendations changes have a stronger predictive power than recom-

1In their paper, exogenous terminations correspond to a broker’s decision to terminate the coverage of a whole
sector, or the closure of a brokerage house.
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mendation levels. I call a reinitiation upgrade, a reinitiation issued with a higher rating than the

last rating known before the discontinuation. Reinitiation upgrades lead to a stronger short-term

market reaction than reinitiations with positive rating 2 (2.31% two-day cumulative abnormal re-

turn versus 1.70%). This initial market response is similar to the one that follows regular upgrades.

Interestingly, I also find a significant delayed price reaction and document the existence of a

six-month drift after a reinitiation announcement (cumulative abnormal returns of 3.31% for reini-

tiation upgrades). This result sharply differentiates reinitiations of coverage from regular upgrades:

indeed, even though regular upgrades are followed by an immediate market response of the same

magnitude as reinitiations, the asset pricing implications of upgrades are short lived and the price

adjustment is relatively quick (cumulative abnormal returns are zero after three months and even

become negative after six months). On the other hand, the valuation effect that follows reinitiations

does not revert over the horizon of my study.

I investigate the economic relevance of this anomaly by testing whether a profitable investment

strategy can be implemented with these recommendations. I form calendar-time portfolios and

design a trading strategy that incorporates transaction costs, estimated from the algorithm devel-

oped by Corwin and Schultz (2012). With a three-month horizon, investing in reinitiations by the

same analyst produces an average monthly abnormal return of 0.55%, and investing in reinitiation

upgrades by the same analyst generates an average monthly abnormal return of 0.64%. Both are

significantly greater than zero and strictly dominate the monthly abnormal returns that come from

initiations of coverage or regular upgrades (both of which are not different from 0). Similar results

still hold when I use a six-month investment horizon. This is another interesting contribution of

this paper that contrasts with the previous literature.

Gradual information diffusion models among heterogeneous agents like Hong and Stein (1999)

have been proposed to explain the existence of market underreaction, and Hong, Lim, and Stein

(2000) found supporting empirical evidence to explain momentum. In this paper, I take a closer

look at several candidate explanations. Limited attention has sometimes been suggested to account

2Positive reinitiations come with a rating of buy of strong buy
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for anomalies like the post-earnings announcement drift. It relies on the idea that attention is a

scarce resource or that agents become aware of a signal only after it crosses their perception filters.

For example, limited attention has been used in several theoretical models to explain underreaction

to public accounting information when investors are risk-averse and a group of investors neglects

a piece of information about future profitability contained in the latest earnings announcement

(Dellavigna and Pollet (2009)), or to show why information is incorporated faster in large stocks

than in small stocks (Peng (2005)). Reinitiations of coverage are not a very frequent signal, and

the stock market is flooded with other signals that look quite similar but are actually meaningless

(for example, in the data, many analysts suspend the coverage of a firm only to resume it a few

days later). With multiple firm announcements disclosed simultaneously, market participants face

a daunting processing task given their finite attention capacity. Simon (1971) explains the challenge

very well: “the wealth of information means the dearth of something else: a scarcity of whatever

it is that information consumes. What information it consumes is rather obvious: it consumes the

attention of its recipients. Hence, a wealth of information creates a poverty of attention”. Let

alone the fact that it is certainly more difficult for small investors to spend the time and effort to

separate the wheat from the chaff.

I directly test the comparative static implications of limited attention models by picking two

usual proxies for investor attention: turnover and analyst coverage. I estimate the average daily

turnover in the three months that precede the discontinuation of coverage, allocate each stock

to five portfolios, and compute the change in turnover between the pre-discontinuation and post-

reinitiation periods: stocks with a smaller initial turnover are subject to a significantly stronger

increase in turnover after the reinitiation is issued. This is consistent with the idea that reini-

tiations of coverage are coincidental with an increase and perhaps a renewed market interest for

these stocks that had lost some coverage. In addition, stocks that are in the two portfolios with

the lowest initial turnover generate the strongest cumulative abnormal returns in the three months

after the reinitiation is issued. As a robustness check, I allocate firms to portfolios based on the

pre-reinitiation level of analyst coverage. Results are weaker but still indicate that a lower level

of coverage is followed by stronger cumulative abnormal returns. Thus, limited attention could

partially explain a slow adjustment to the announcement of reinitiations of coverage by the same
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analyst.

Furthermore, it is worth keeping in mind why reinitiations could be expected to contain positive

information about the firms: an analyst who decides to resume the coverage of a stock not only

benefits from his prior knowledge of the company and its management but he also has the option

to time the release of his report. Therefore, I expect reinitiations of coverage with a positive rating

to be associated not only with a strong stock market performance but also with an improvement in

the firms’ operating performance. I look at the change in operating performance (measured by the

industry adjusted return on asset and EBIT margin). The profitability of firms subject to reini-

tiations by the same analyst and reinitiation upgrades by the same analyst increases significantly

both on the year the reinitiation takes place and in the following year. On the other hand, the

profitability of firms subject to regular upgrades goes down each year. This result suggests that

analysts who reinitiate the coverage of a firm have the ability to select firms with better future

operating performance. The improvement in profitability could partially explain the persistent

valuation effect for reinitiations.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: Section 1 describes the data and defines the different

types of recommendations that are studied. Section 2 describes the results of the short-term event

study and the univariate tests. Section 3 documents the market underreaction related to reinitia-

tions and the existence of a drift. Section 4 implements the trading strategies. Section 5 explores

different possible explanations (limited attention and improvement in operating performance) and

Section 6 concludes.
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I. Data

Recommendations come from IBES and cover the period 2003-June 2013. 3 I keep US Firms

only and link IBES to CRSP. As shown in Barber, Lehavy, McNichols, and Trueman (2006), the

enactment of NASD Rule 2711 in 2002, which required the public dissemination of ratings distribu-

tion was accompanied by ratings distribution changes. Many brokers switched from a five-point to

a three-point ratings scale and stopped their recommendations before resuming them under their

new scale during the spring and summer of 2002. I deal with this structural break by requiring the

stopped recommendation that precedes the reinitiation to be posterior to January 1, 2003. In ad-

dition, it should be easier to identify reinitiations of coverage in the post-settlement period because

brokers have been asked to release specific reports when they stop the coverage of a firm.4 Indeed,

NYSE Rule 472(f)(6) states that: “if a member or member organization intends to terminate its

research coverage of a subject company, notice of this termination must be made. The member

or member organization must make available a final research report on the subject company using

the means of dissemination equivalent to those it ordinarily uses to provide the customer with its

research reports on the subject company”. The broker should also either give a final rating or if

not, justify the decision to terminate coverage.5

I define a reinitiation of coverage as the first recommendation issued by a broker after a dis-

continuation of at least six months. I pick the six-month threshold in order to eliminate several

situations: first, a broker sometimes has to place a stock on a restricted list because of an existing

underwriting relationship. In that case, the broker is likely to resume the coverage at the end of

the restriction period. Second, it is not uncommon for analysts to stop the coverage of a firm and

3Ljungqvist, Malloy, and Marston (2009) compare several vintages of the IBES database and find that some
analyst records had been modified a posteriori. About one third of the observed differences were anonymizations
that were subsequently corrected by IBES. Another third of the differences across vintages were coming from two
specific brokers on Canadian and non US firms (in my paper, I focus on US firms, which protects me from that
issue). Finally, about one third of the observed differences came from additions (the more recent tape having more
observations than the older one). As a response to the paper, IBES has spent effort to correct the database from
these biases, as explained by Ljungqvist et al. (2009):“Thomson is now planning to produce a true ‘as-was’ historical
recommendations database in response to our investigation. This should allow future researchers to consistently and
accurately replicate any analysis that employs historical recommendations data”. The vintage I use should reflect
these improvements.

4IBES also makes sure that recommendations are up to date and contacts an analyst who has not updated a
recommendation for 180 days to make sure he still covers the stock.

5http://www1.nyse.com/pdfs/rule472.pdf
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to resume it within a couple of days. After talking to IBES representatives, this happens when

analysts are updating their beliefs about the firm and decide to suspend their previous rating a few

days before issuing their new, updated rating.6 Agrawal and Chen (2008) provide another expla-

nation and claim that some analysts would discontinue their coverage only to resume it a few days

later in an attempt to fool the market and start over with a ‘clean’ track record on the same stock.

I am not interested in these signals which I don’t expect to carry any relevant piece of information.

Hopefully, the six-month threshold should filter out most of them. I use the following algorithm to

identify reinitiations: I gather the discontinuation dates from the Stopped Recommendation File

in IBES. This file also gives the name of the broker and the day coverage was dropped. The next

recommendation published by the same broker on the same firm at least six months later is the

reinitiation of coverage. I also want to know if the reinitiation is submitted by the same analyst

that discontinued the coverage, or if the broker assigned a new analyst. However, the Stopped

Recommendation file contains neither a final rating, nor the name of the analyst. Thus, for each

observation in the Stopped Recommendation file, I identify the most recent recommendation that

had been issued by the same broker on the same firm in the previous six months, and I record

the analyst name and the corresponding rating. I consider this analyst to be the one that used

to follow the firm, and the last known rating before the discontinuation can be compared to the

rating on the reinitiation day to see if the reinitiation is also an upgrade (e.g the analyst increased

his rating from Hold to Buy) or a downgrade.

Before starting the event-study, I take a few additional precautions. Because I want to evalu-

ate and compare the informativeness of different types of recommendations, I need to ensure that

recommendations do not fall on the same day as firm news. Previous work by Malmendier and

Shanthikumar (2007) have shown that about 12% of recommendations fall in a three-day win-

dow around quarterly earnings announcements. Failing to remove these recommendations would

wrongly attribute the price movement to the recommendation and not to the simultaneous corpo-

rate announcement. I obtain quarterly earnings announcement dates from Compustat and exclude

recommendations that fall in a three-day window centered on the announcement day. I also prevent

6This explanation would account for the presence of the peak of reinitiations I observe within 10 days after a
discontinuation.
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results from being biased by low priced stocks or market microstructure effects by removing stocks

whose price is less than one dollar on the day before the announcement is announced. Finally,

I keep stocks whose industry can be identified by its SIC number, and whose market value and

book-to-market can be computed using Compustat and CRSP.

After applying these filters, I end up with 5,383 reinitiations of coverage with a positive rating

(Buy or Strong Buy). Among those, 1,060 come from the same analyst that discontinued the cov-

erage, 7 and 4,323 from a different analyst working at the same broker. Not surprisingly, there are

far fewer reinitiations issued with a negative rating (827 cases), 215 coming from the same analyst

that discontinued coverage. I can also identify 3,301 reinitiation-upgrades, 753 of which come from

the same analyst, and 3,495 reinitiation downgrades, 1,016 coming from the same analyst. The

time series distribution of all recommendation types is available in Appendix B. Reinitiations come

from 3,020 different analysts who work for 281 different brokers and cover 3,085 different firms.

From Table I, the average firm subject to a reinitiation has an average market cap of 12 billion

dollars and is followed by 15 analysts. Sixty percent of the recommendations are resumed after an

interruption of 542 calendar days.

In the paper, I compare reinitiations to several benchmarks:

1. initiations of coverage: the first recommendation issued by an analyst on a firm. I go back to

1996 to make sure that the analyst didn’t cover the firm in the past.

2. recommendation changes. Prior research has shown that recommendation changes are usually

more informative than levels (see Womack (1996) for example). A recommendation change

is defined as the current rating minus the previous rating by the same analyst. IBES codes

ratings from 1 (Strong Buy) to 5 (Strong Sell). An upgrade corresponds to a negative change

in rating while a downgrade corresponds to a positive change in rating. A rating is considered

to be outstanding if it has not been stopped by the broker. I exclude anonymous analyst codes.

7Eliminating recommendations that fall in the three-day window centered on the firm quarterly announcements
led to the loss of 184 reinitations by the same analyst with a positive rating and 172 upgrades by the same analyst.
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II. Short-term event study and univariate tests

I first perform univariate tests and compute the average cumulative abnormal returns (CAR)

for each category of recommendation with the following convention: day 0 is the announcement

day of the recommendation. If the recommendation is announced on a week-end or a holiday, day

0 is the next available trading day.

I use a two-day window to compute the daily return following the issuance of the recommenda-

tion. 8 Two-day CAR are defined as:

CARi =

1∏
t=0

(1 +Ri,t) −
1∏
t=0

(1 +RDGTWi,t ) (1)

where Ri,t is the return of stock i on day t and RDGTWi,t is the return on a benchmark portfolio

with similar size, book to market (B/M) and momentum characteristics as the stock as advocated

in Daniel, Grinblatt, Titman, and Wermers (1997) (henceforth DGTW).

The benchmark portfolios are computed as follows: every July, firms are sorted into quintiles

based on their size. The size breakpoints are obtained from NYSE firms only. Then, within each

size quintile, firms are sorted into quintiles based on their industry-adjusted B/M ratios (based on

their most recently available B/M data). Industry-adjusted B/M characteristics are calculated as

in Cohen and Polk (1998) and Wermers (2003):

ln(B/M j
i,t) − ln(B/M j

t )

σj [ln(B/M j
i,t) − ln(B/M j

t )]
(2)

where B/M j
i,t is the book-to-market ratio of firm i, which belongs to industry j on the 30th of June

of year t and ln(B/M j
t ) is the log book-to-market ratio of industry j (defined as the aggregate book

value of all firms of that industry divided by their aggregate market value). The denominator is the

standard deviation of the adjusted book-to-market ratio within industry j. I use the 48 industries

defined on Ken French’s website. 9

8I find similar results with a three-day window centered on the announcement day
9http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/
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Finally, every month, firms within each size-BM group are further sorted into quintiles based on

the 12-month past stock returns skipping the most recent month. This procedure is similar to the

one used in Loh and Stulz (2011), except for the definition of the B/M ratio which follows Daniel

et al. (1997) and Wermers (2003).10 Finally, within each characteristic portfolio, firms are equally

weighted at the beginning of each month and the daily buy and hold returns are computed.

Table II reports the two-day CAR for each category of recommendations and tests whether the

average CAR are significantly different between reinitiations and other types of recommendations.

Standard errors are clustered by calendar day. For positive ratings, reinitiations of coverage by

the same analyst produce abnormal returns of 1.70% (t=11.79), which are greater than the 1.07%

(t=20.52) coming from reinitiations by a different analyst, and the difference is significant (t=4.02).

Initiations of coverage produce CAR of 0.83% that are also dominated by reinitiations by the same

analyst (the t-statistic of the difference is 4.84). Besides, in line with the previous literature, recom-

mendation changes lead to greater immediate market response than levels. Reinitiation upgrades

from the same analyst lead to CAR of 2.31% (t=13.02), whereas upgrades by a different analyst

are followed by CAR of 0.98% (t=14), and the difference is highly significant (t=6.86). The market

treats reinitiation upgrades by the same analyst just as regular upgrades (CAR=2.51%): the 20

basis point difference in CAR is not significantly different from 0 (t=1.06). Similar conclusions hold

for negative recommendations and downgrades. Reinitiations of coverage seem to convey valuable

information to the market.

III. Market underreaction

I now test whether reinitiations of coverage are associated with a drift at three-month and

six-month horizons. Figure 1 shows the mean CAR of reinitiation upgrades and regular upgrades

during the six months that follow the issuance of the recommendation. It clearly shows that the

price adjustment of reinitiations is much slower than for upgrades, and extends during the whole

period. On the other hand, for regular upgrades, the drift starts to revert shortly after the rec-

ommendation is issued (even though at a slow pace). Table III specifically shows the cumulative

10An alternative definition of the Book-to-Market ratio as in Fama and French (2006) yields similar results
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abnormal returns over a three-month period (between day 2 and day 6311). Positive reinitiations

as a whole lead to a significantly positive drift (CAR=0.82%, t=3.03), but the CAR from reini-

tiations by the same analyst (CAR=2.18%, t=3.28) are greater than the CAR from reinitiations

by a different analyst (CAR=0.49%, t=1.67). The difference is statistically significant (t= 2.33).

Just as before, reinitiations by a different analyst (CAR=0.49%) look very similar to initiations

(CAR=0.46%). Besides, market underreaction is strongest for reinitiation upgrades, with a drift of

2.62% (t=3.24). On the contrary, regular upgrades do not lead to a drift at the three-month horizon

(CAR=0.01%, t=0.07), and the CARs of reinitiation upgrades by the same analyst are significantly

stronger than the CARs of regular upgrades (t=3.22). This is in line with previous literature: for

example, Womack (1996) and Loh (2008) documented the existence of a significant but short-lived

(one-month) post-recommendation drift for upgrades. My results confirm that the short-term valu-

ation effect of regular upgrades is transitory and prices adjust very quickly. For negative ratings, it

is more difficult to draw solid conclusions because of the small size of the sample (I only only have

211 reinitiations by the same analyst with a negative rating for example). Reinitiation downgrades

by the same analyst produce an average negative CAR of -0.84% (t=-1.43). The only statistically

significant drift comes from regular downgrades (CAR=-1.08%, t=-9.21). A longer persistence of

the drift from regular downgrades had already been documented by Womack (1996). The author

justified it by the greater reputation cost for an analyst to issue a negative recommendations or

downgrades, which is likely to translate into “greater returns” for the analyst. The phenomenon

can also be explained by short-sell constraints. The effect persists at the six-month horizon as

shown in Table IV. The average CAR for reinitiations by the same analyst reaches 2.68% (t=2.70)

and 3.31% for upgrades by the same analyst (t=2.74).

IV. Portfolio strategies

Another classical way to estimate the economic relevance of market inefficiencies is to measure

the abnormal return of a portfolio trading strategy. I form calendar time portfolios and compare the

abnormal returns from investing in stocks that are reinitiated versus other types of recommendations

11These are trading days, using the 21 trading-day-per-month convention
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over fixed horizons (three months and six months). A stock enters a portfolio at the close of trading

on the day the recommendation is announced. If the recommendation is announced after market

close (after 4pm), the stock enters the portfolio at the close of the following trading day. If more

than one broker takes the same action on a particular stock, the stock appears multiple times in

the portfolio, once for each broker. Portfolios are updated every day and firms leave a portfolio at

the end of the investment horizon or at the closing of the day its recommendation is changed or

coverage discontinued. Equally weighting daily returns and thus assuming daily rebalancing would

overstate returns because of the bid-ask bounce as explained in Lyon, Barber, and Tsai (1999).

Therefore, daily returns are computed in a buy-and-hold manner that assumes an equal initial

investment in each recommendation, as in Barber, Lehavy, and Trueman (2007). The return of a

portfolio on day t is:

Rp,t =

∑nt
i=1 xi,tRi,t∑nt
i=1 xi,t

(3)

where Ri,t is the gross return on stock i in date t, nt is the number of stocks in the portfolio and

xi,t is the compounded daily return of stock i from the day it entered the portfolio (the close of the

trading day the recommendation was announced) through day (t-1) and is equal to 1 for a stock

that received a recommendation on day (t-1). Daily portfolio returns are compounded in monthly

returns, which are used in the Cahart (1997) four-factor model. 12 The intercept αj obtained from

the estimation of the monthly time-series regressions for each portfolio j gives the average monthly

abnormal return of that strategy:

Rjt −Rft = αj + βj(Rmt −Rft) + γjSMBt + θjHMLt + ρjUMDt + εjt (4)

where Rjt is the month t return on portfolio j, Rft is the month t risk-free rate, Rm,t is the month

t return on the market index and SMBt is the month t return on a value-weighted portfolio of

small-cap stocks minus the return on a value-portfolio of large stocks, HMLt is the month t return

on a value-weighted portfolio of high book-to-market stocks minus the return on a value-weighted

return of stocks with low book-to-market return, UMDt is the month t return on a value-weighted

portfolio of stocks with high recent returns minus the month t return on a value-weighted return

12Regressions based on daily returns yielded similar results.
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of stocks with low recent returns 13 and εjt is the error term in the regression.

I include an estimate of transaction costs since previous studies, like Barber et al. (2001), have

cast doubt as to whether positive abnormal returns could be earned on analyst recommendations

once transaction costs are accommodated. Bhushan (1994) or Chordia, Goyal, Sadka, and Shiv-

akumar (2007) have even claimed that transaction costs prevent informed investors from correcting

the post-earnings announcement drift. I implement the algorithm provided by Corwin and Schultz

(2012) which can be used to produce daily spread estimates. 14 Their method relies on two ideas:

first of all, the daily high (resp. low) prices are very likely to be buyer (resp. seller) initiated, which

implies that the high-to-low ratio incorporates both the underlying volatility of the stock and the

bid-ask spread. The second idea is that the fundamental volatility component of the high-to-low

ratio increases linearly with time, while the bid-ask spread is assumed to stay constant over a short

time window. They show that the spread S can be estimated as:

S =
2(eα − 1)

1 + eα
(5)

I use their closed-form solution for α (see Appendix A for details). For each recommendation in

my data, I estimate the spread using any two consecutive trading days on the month the recom-

mendation is issued, and I use the average value as my estimate of the spread.

Firms enter the portfolio at the closing of the day that follows the recommendation issuance,

and leave at the end of the investment horizon. First-day and last-day returns are reduced by half

the spread estimate each time.15 Daily returns are computed using portfolio weights that reflect

the cumulative value of the initial investment of $1 in each stock when it entered the portfolio.

Thus, there is no rebalancing (except when a stock leaves the portfolio after a recommendation

change before the end of the investment horizon), which reduces transaction costs. Table Va shows

that a trading strategy that invests in stocks reinitiated by the same analyst achieves an average

monthly abnormal return of 0.55% (t=2.2), which is significantly greater than the monthly abnormal

13Monthly values of the 4 factors are from Ken French’s website.
14I neglect other components of transaction costs like commissions or price impact.
15The full spread is my proxy for the cost of a round-trip transaction.
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return achieved from initiations of coverage. Investing in reinitiation upgrades leads to an average

monthly abnormal return of 0.64% (t=2.1), which is greater than the monthly return from regular

upgrades. With a six-month investment horizon, abnormal returns remain significantly positive

both for positive reinitiations by the same analyst and reinitiation upgrades by the same analyst,

as reflected in Table VIa, and reinitiations are the only type of recommendation that leads to a

profitable strategy.

V. Possible explanations

The previous section documented the existence of an incomplete initial market reaction associ-

ated with reinitiations of coverage by the same analyst and reinitiation upgrades. In this section,

I investigate different candidate explanations.

A. Limited attention

Attention is either endogenous or exogenous: it can be the result of a voluntary strategy of an

agent who chooses to focus on a given object 16 or the reaction to a stimulus. Hirshleifer and Teoh

(2003) have shown that if investors have limited attention and information-processing power, the

framing of accounting disclosures will have an impact on investors’ perceptions: information which

is easy to absorb or presented in a salient form will be incorporated more easily than information

which is less salient or implicit. Other works by Pashler and Johnston (1998) found a significant

decline in subjects’ performance when asked to accomplish several tasks at the same time, in par-

ticular when those tasks are similar.

In this paper, I consider reinitiations as a stimulus and test whether some comparative statics

can partially account for the slow price adjustment. As a preliminary remark, it is worth men-

tioning Hirshleifer, Lim, and Teoh (2009)’s distraction hypothesis which explains why earnings

announcements that are released on the same day as numerous competing announcements from

other firms lead to a strong market underreaction. In a similar vein, I note the presence of lots

of irrelevant stimuli in my data. I can identify about 30,000 cases for which a given analyst stops

16For example, in the model of Peng and Xiong (2006) investors’ limited attention leads them to devote more time
to analyze market and sector information than firm-specific information.
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the coverage of a firm and resumes it within six months (in most cases within a few days). They

represent more than three times the total number of reinitiations in my sample and their existence

can be explained by various reasons. For example, analysts might place their rating under review.

They can also be justified by regulation (when the stock is placed on a restricted list because the

broker is involved in some underwriting transaction with the firm). For any of the previous ex-

planations, one would not expect much valuable information to be conveyed in the announcement

of these signals, but they would rather play the role of a smoke screen that absorbs some of the

limited attention capacity of market participants and prevents them from fully responding to the

information content of the truly informative reinitiations.

Several proxies for investor attention have been proposed in the recent literature: analyst cov-

erage (Loh 2008), firm announcements on Fridays (Dellavigna and Pollet 2009), and turnover (Loh

2008). Among these variables, turnover is likely to be the variable with the highest correlation

with attention (Hou, Peng and Xiong 2009). It shouldn’t come as a surprise: after all, turnover

can be seen as a by-product of investors’ preferences and attention because if investors don’t pay

attention to a stock, they won’t trade it. Gervais, Kaniel, and Mingelgrin (2001) show that trading

volume (the other name under which turnover is often referred to in the literature) can predict

future price changes: an increase in volume increases a stock’s visibility and attention. Barber and

Odean (2008) use changes in trading volume as a proxy for changes in investors’ attention. For each

trading day, daily turnover is the number of shares traded divided by the total number of shares

outstanding. 17 I compute the average daily turnover for each stock during the three months that

precede the discontinuation of coverage and allocate each observation to one of five portfolios. I es-

timate the average daily turnover during the three months that follow each reinitiation. It appears

that stocks that had a lower initial turnover experience a significant increase in their turnover in the

post-reinitiation period (see Panel A of Table XIV in Appendix B). For example, the turnover of

reinitiations by the same analyst in portfolio 1 increases by seven basis points (t=6.21). Portfolios

1 to 3 experience a significant increase in their turnover, and as the level of prior turnover increases,

the magnitude of the change decreases. Turnover even decreases for the group of stocks with the

17As explained in LaPlante and Muscarella (1997), for NASDAQ firms, one needs to divide the daily volume by
two to avoid double counting inter-dealer trades.
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highest level of prior turnover, and the spread between the extreme portfolios is highly significant.

These results suggest that reinitiations tend to be followed by an increased interest of investors,

and the differential change in turnover across portfolios is consistent with an underreaction story. 18

Then I check whether a lower initial level of attention is associated with a stronger drift. Like

Hou, Peng, and Xiong (2009), I measure the average daily turnover of each stock in the year that

precedes the reinitiation (stopping two days before the announcement date). I allocate each reini-

tiation to one of five portfolios sorted by the average turnover (I obtain the breakpoints using all

the recommendations present in this study). Table VII shows the CAR for each portfolio sorted on

turnover: for positive reinitiations of coverage, stocks in the lowest two turnover quintiles exhibit

the highest abnormal returns during the three months that follow the reinitiation (for portfolio 1:

CAR=2.56%, t=2.81 and for portfolio 2: CAR=1.98% t=2.24). CAR decrease as we move from

portfolio 1 to portfolio 5 (in portfolio 5: CAR=1%, t=0.73). For reinitiation upgrades by the same

analyst, we observe a similar pattern, with the stronger CAR in the lowest turnover portfolios

(CAR=3.86%, t=3.54) , and the difference between portfolio 5 and portfolio 1 (-3.18%) is statisti-

cally significant (t=1.72). Stocks that benefited from less attention before the reinitiation issuance

display a stronger drift. For reinitiations by a different analyst, there is no monotonic pattern and

no portfolio has significant CAR, which is consistent with the absence of a clear drift from Tables

III or IV. At the six-month horizon, the results are mainly driven by the lowest quintile portfolio,

which displays a strong drift (CAR=3.61%, t=2.52). 19

As a robustness check, I use another proxy for market attention: analyst coverage. Using the

forecast file in IBES, for each stock I compute the total number of analysts who issued earnings

forecasts in the year that precedes the reinitiation. I sort each stock in three portfolios (the

breakpoints are determined using all the recommendations types). Table VIII shows that stocks

that received a lower level of coverage in the pre-reinitiation period, exhibit significantly positive

18The average firm in the highest quintile is of smaller size than in the other quintiles. The decrease in turnover
for these stocks is consistent with a story where attentive investors trade quickly after the reinitiation is announced,
leading to a peak of trading, which is followed by lower volumes in the following weeks.

19These results are unlikely to be mainly driven by a size effect. Indeed, Chordia and Swaminathan (2000) find
that turnover and size are weakly correlated (correlation coefficient of 0.15 in their sample). I checked the mean
market capitalization of the portfolios obtained from the sort on turnover and find that portfolios 2 and 3 contain
bigger firms while portfolio 5 smaller firms.
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CAR (however the difference between portfolios 1 and 3 is not significantly different from 0 for

reinitiations by the same analyst). For reinitiation upgrades, the CAR in portfolio 1 are significantly

positive (CAR=5.54%, t=3.40), and the CAR in portfolios 2 and 3 are lower. Moreover, the

difference between extreme portfolios is significantly different from 0 (-4.04% and a t-statistic of

2.01). However, one might be concerned that analyst coverage is highly correlated with firm size,

as shown in Bushan (1989). 20 I follow Hong et al. (2000) and control for size by defining a

residual analyst coverage measure. Each month, I regress the log(1 + Analysts) on log(Size)

and take the residuals. I form three portfolios (the breakpoints being estimated using all the

recommendations studied in this paper). The results from Table IX are relatively similar to those

from the previous table. At the three-month horizon, for positive reinitiations by the same analyst,

portfolio 1 and 2 have significantly positive CAR (for portfolio 1: CAR=2.13%, t=2.29 and for

portfolio 2: CAR=2.16%, t=1.67), in contrast to portfolio 3 (CAR=1.35%, t=1.10). But the

difference between portfolio 1 and 3 is not significantly different from 0 (t=0.82). On the other

hand, for upgrades by the same analyst, the CAR in portfolio 1 are significantly greater than 0

(CAR=5.54%, t=3.40), and significantly greater than the CAR from portfolio 3 (for portfolio 3:

CAR=1.49, t=1.20, and the t-statistic of the difference in CAR between portfolio 1 and 3 is 2.01).

Thus, there is some evidence that for reinitiation upgrades by the same analyst, low coverage stocks

respond more slowly than high coverage stocks, which means that those analysts are important to

help the stock adjust to firm information.

The results using analyst coverage are weaker than the findings using turnover, but as men-

tioned above, analyst coverage has been shown to be an inferior proxy of attention in comparison to

turnover. Overall, there is some evidence, even though not perfect, that a lower level of attention

is followed by a stronger drift for reinitiations by the same analyst. Limited attention could thus

partially explain the existence of the drift.

20As explained in Hong et al. (2000) size is not necessarily a clean measure of gradual information diffusion or
attention. On the one hand, small firms are subject to less market marking or attention, which could favor market
underreaction. On the other hand, for smaller stocks, a more limited investor participation implies that supply shocks
are more likely to lead to reversals.
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B. Operating performance changes

Analysts who reinitiate the coverage of a firm have a prior knowledge of the company and its

management, and they have the option to choose whether they are willing to resume coverage, at

what rating, and at what time. Thus I would expect those analysts to reinitiate the coverage of

firms whose performance is about to improve. Are reinitiations coincidental with a cross-sectional

improvement in the operating performance of firms? 21 I look at the change in return on assets

(ROA) and the change in EBIT margin from the year that precedes the reinitiation to the year that

follows it. Return on Asset (ROA) is defined as the ratio of operating income after depreciation

(Compustat item OAIDP) over total assets (Compustat item AT). I substract the median industry

ROA for each fiscal year (using the 48 industries defined on Kenneth French’s website). In Table

X, I find that the ROA of reinitiations by the same analyst and reinitiation upgrades by the same

analyst decreased in the year that precedes the reinitiation (p > 0.1), but increased both in the year

of the reinitiation and the following year. The effect is stronger for reinitiation upgrades by the

same analyst, with a 0.20% increase (p < 0.10) on the year of the reinitiation followed by another

increase of the ROA in the following year (a 0.31% jump, p < 0.05). Interestingly, reinitiations

by a different analyst display a different pattern: the increase in ROA starts in the year before

the reinitiation (p < 0.01) and continue on the year of the reinitiation (p < 0.10) but flattens

the year after the reinitiation (p > 0.1). Moreover, regular upgrades follow a different pattern

because the ROA goes down for each of the 3 years considered: I find a 0.04% decline followed by

another 0.01% and a 0.01% decline, which are all highly significant (p < 0.01 in each case), even

though their economic magnitude is limited. 22 Comparing the different recommendation types,

reinitiation upgrades by the same analyst experience a significantly greater increase in profitability

than regular upgrades both on the year the recommendation is announced and the subsequent

year. Table XI compares the changes in industry-adjusted EBIT margins (defined as EBIT on

sales) and reaches very similar conclusions. Taken together, these two tables support the idea that

analysts who reinitiate the coverage of firms they previously covered have the ability to select those

21Even though, I believe reinitiations could be used to uncover the true expectations of analysts, there is still a
possibility that their decision is partially biased by the desire to gain some underwriting business for their broker.
But, such a bias would go against me finding significant improvements in the firms’ operating performance.

22During each of the two years before the recommendations issuance, the levels of ROA were not statistically
different between regular upgrades and upgrades by the same analyst, but as explained, they seem to part from the
year of the reinitiation.
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with superior future operating performance. Table XIII also checks that reinitiations by the same

analyst did not start to outperform the market before the analyst issued its reinitiation: in the

three months that precede the reinitiation announcement date, the mean CAR for reinitiations by

the same analyst reaches 0.21% (t=0.34), and the mean CAR for reinitiation upgrades by the same

analyst -0.30% (t= -0.41). In other words, when an analyst reinitiated the coverage of a stock he

previously covered, the stock did not outperform in the previous three months, and had not started

to go up,23 but the operating performance of the firm started to go up significantly during the same

fiscal year as the reinitiation and in the following year too. When a different analyst was assigned

to the reinitiation, the situation was a little bit different: the stock price already had already

risen in the previous three months (CAR=1.32% and t=4.34 for positive recommendations), and

the operating performance had also started to improve since the previous year. In other words,

when a broker reinitiates the coverage with a different analyst, he is following a favorable existing

trend (the stock price has already started to rise, and operating performance has already been

improving). This could also explain why the average three and six-month post announcement CAR

were previously found to be stronger for reinitiations by the same analyst than for reinitiations by

a different analyst. On the other hand, regular upgrades are not followed by a superior operating

performance, and they are only followed by a short-lived asset-pricing effect.

VI. Conclusion

This paper sheds new light on the information content of analysts’ reports. In particular, I

show that reinitiations of coverage by the same analyst and reinitiation upgrades have meaningful

asset pricing implications that have gone unnoticed so far. The immediate market response to

reinitiation upgrades is similar to the immediate market response of regular upgrades. However,

this paper highlights several significant differences between the two types of signals: reinitiations

by the same analyst and reinitiation upgrades by the same analyst are followed by a significant

drift over a six-month horizon that does not revert. On the other hand, regular upgrades are only

followed by an immediate market response.

23Untabulated results show this is also true in the six months before the resumption of coverage.
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I investigate several explanations. Reinitiations are not the most frequent signal sent to the

market and the underreaction could be explained by a gradual diffusion of information in the mar-

ket. Portfolio sorts on turnover show that the portfolios with the lowest level of initial turnover

subsequently display the strongest CAR. I also look at changes in operating performance of the

firms subject to a reinitiation of coverage. Indeed, when the same analyst is in charge of the reiniti-

ation, he can use his prior knowledge of the firm to time his recommendation appropriately. I find

a significant improvement in profitability both on the year the reinitiation takes place and in the

following year, which could result from these analysts’ stock-picking and market-timing abilities.

Moreover, reinitiations of coverage can be exploited by investors to form a trading strategy that

survives transaction costs, in contrast to any other type of recommendation.

Finally, reinitiations are an instance in which financial analysts produce informative reports,

in contrast to some of the earlier conclusions of the literature. In the context of the debates on

market efficiency, my results identify a situation in which the marginal returns of information search

dominate its marginal costs, in accordance to the view expressed in Grossman and Stiglitz (1980).
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Figure 1. CAR for reinitiation upgrades and regular upgrades

The figure displays the mean CAR (in percentage) of reinitiation upgrades by the same analyst
and regular upgrades. The horizontal axis gives the number of trading days with respect to the
recommendation announcement date, from day -10 until day 120.
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Table I Characteristics of the recommendations

For each type of recommendation, the table lists the number of observations, the number of unique
firms, the number of unique analysts that issued that type of recommendation and the average mar-
ket capitalization (in million dollars). The last column Analyst coverage, gives the average number of
analysts who submitted forecasts in IBES in the six months before each recommendation announcement day.

Recommendation N Market Cap Analyst
Coverage

Positive Recommendations
All Reinitiations 5,383 15,111 17.02
Same Analyst 1,060 12,791 14.96
Different Analyst 4,323 15,666 17.53
Initiations 3,472 8,986 13.66

Upgrades
All Reintiations 3,301 11,643 17.01
Same Analyst 753 10,072 15.22
Different Analyst 2,548 12,107 17.53
Regular Upgrades 48,869 9,099 15.23

Negative Recommendations
All Reinitiations 827 10,223 17.28
Same Analyst 215 6,277 15.08
Different Analyst 612 11,572 18.05
Initiations 606 7,193 14.72

Downgrades
All Reintiations 3,495 12,789 17.67
Same Analyst 1,016 9,756 16.49
Different Analyst 2,479 14,016 18.16
Regular Downgrades 52,698 8,348 14.74
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Table II Two-day cumulative abnormal returns for all recommendation categories

The table shows the compounded stock returns between day 0 and day 1, the mean two-day cumulative
abnormal returns between day 0 and day 1, and the number of recommendations that fall in each category.
Cumulative abnormal returns are defined as the difference between the two-day compounded stock return
and the two-day compounded return of a DGTW characteristic-matched portfolio. The table also reports
the difference in the mean CAR between recommendation types. The sample is from 2003 to the end of
June 2013. Recommendations that fall in a three-day interval centered on an earnings announcement day
as reported by Compustat are excluded from the sample, as well as stocks with a lagged-price below $1.
The reported t statistics are based on standard errors clustered by calendar day. ∗ significant at p < .10;
∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01

Recommendation Actual Return Mean CAR t N
(%) (%)

Positive Recommendations
1. All Reinitiations 1.34 1.20*** 23.55 5,383
2. Same Analyst 1.79 1.70 *** 11.79 1,060
3. Different Analyst 1.23 1.07 *** 20.52 4,323
4. Initiations 0.54 0.83*** 11.39 3,472

(2)-(3) 0.56 0.62*** 4.02
(2)-(4) 1.25 0.87*** 4.84

Upgrades
5. All Reintiations 1.43 1.28*** 18.82 3,301
6. Same Analyst 2.33 2.31 *** 13.02 753
7. Different Analyst 1.16 0.98 *** 14.00 2,548
8. Regular Upgrades 2.69 2.51*** 79.39 48,869

(6)-(7) 1.17 1.33*** 6.86
(6)-(8) –0.36 –0.20 –1.06

Negative Recommendations
9. All Reinitiations –1.38 –1.64*** –11.29 827
10. Same Analyst –1.47 –1.80 *** –4.49 215
11. Different Analyst –1.35 –1.59 *** –11.55 612
12. Initiations –1.04 –0.78** –2.45 606

(10)-(11) –0.12 –0.21 –0.48
(10)-(12) –0.43 –1.02* –1.89

Downgrades
13. All Reintiations –1.15 –1.26*** –12.43 3,495
14. Same Analyst –2.27 –2.38 *** –8.16 1,016
15. Different Analyst –0.69 –0.80 *** –10.44 2,479
16. Regular Downgrades –2.72 –2.74*** –69.48 52,698

(14)-(15) –1.58 –1.57*** –5.06
(14)-(16) 0.45 0.37 1.22
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Table III Three-month cumulative abnormal returns for all recommendation categories

The table shows the compounded stock returns between day 2 and day 63, the mean cumulative abnormal
returns between day 2 and day 63, and the number of recommendations that fall in each category.
Cumulative abnormal returns are defined as the difference between the compounded stock return and the
compounded return of a DGTW characteristic matched portfolio. The table also reports the difference in
the mean CAR between recommendation types. The sample is from 2003 to June 2013. Recommendations
that fall in a three-day interval centered on an earnings announcement day (obtained from Compustat) are
excluded from the sample, as well as stocks with a lagged price below $1. The reported t statistics are
based on standard errors clustered by calendar day. ∗ significant at p < .10; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01

Recommendation Actual Return Mean CAR t N
(%) (%)

Positive Recommendations
1. All Reinitiations 4.41 0.82*** 3.03 5,373
2. Same Analyst 6.53 2.18 *** 3.28 1,056
3. Different Analyst 3.89 0.49 * 1.67 4,317
4. Initiations 1.82 0.46 1.03 3,470

(2)-(3) 2.64 1.68** 2.33
(2)-(4) 4.71 1.71** 2.20

Upgrades
5. All Reintiation Upgrades 4.77 1.07*** 3.03 3,296
6. Same Analyst 7.17 2.62 *** 3.24 750
7. Different analyst 4.06 0.62 1.58 2,546
8. Regular Upgrades 3.36 0.01 0.07 48,786

(6)-(7) 3.11 1.99** 2.22
(6)-(8) 3.81 2.61*** 3.22

Negative Recommendations
9. All Reinitiations 2.54 –0.77 –0.98 822
10. Same Analyst 4.27 0.75 0.50 211
11. Different Analyst 1.94 –1.29 –1.40 611
12. Initiations 1.46 –1.25 –1.28 602

(10)-(11) 2.33 2.05 1.15
(10)-(12) 2.81 2.00 1.12

Downgrades
13. All Reintiations 2.95 –0.67* –2.03 3,475
14. Same Analyst 3.46 –0.84 –1.43 1,002
15. Different Analyst 2.74 –0.60 –1.51 2,473
16. Regular Downgrades 1.99 –1.08*** –9.21 52,175

(14)-(15) 0.72 -0.24 -0.34
(14)-(16) 1.47 0.24 0.40
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Table IV Six-month cumulative abnormal returns for all recommendation categories

The table shows the compounded stock returns between day 2 and day 126, the mean cumulative abnormal
returns between day 2 and day 63, and the number of recommendations that fall in each category.
Cumulative abnormal returns are defined as the difference between the compounded stock return and the
compounded return of a DGTW characteristic-matched portfolio. The table also reports the difference in
the mean CAR between recommendation types. The sample is from 2003 to June 2013. Recommendations
that fall in a three-day interval centered on an earnings announcement day (obtained from Compustat) are
excluded from the sample, as well as stocks with a lagged price below $1. The reported t statistics are
based on standard errors clustered by calendar day. ∗ significant at p < .10; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01

Recommendation Actual Return Mean CAR t N
(%) (%)

Positive Recommendations
1. All Reinitiations 8.32 1.23*** 3.07 5,344
2. Same Analyst 11.43 2.68 ** 2.70 1,047
3. Different Analyst 7.56 0.88 * 2.02 4,297
4. Initiations 4.32 0.18 0.33 3,451

(2)-(3) 3.87 1.80 1.59
(2)-(4) 7.11 2.50** 2.02

Upgrades
5. All Reintiation Upgrades 8.82 1.91*** 3.53 3,277
6. Same Analyst 12.02 3.31 *** 2.74 744
7. Different Analyst 7.88 1.49 ** 2.48 2,533
8. Regular Upgrades 6.58 –0.59*** -4.08 48,298

(6)-(7) 4.14 1.82 1.33
(6)-(8) 5.44 3.90*** 3.19

Negative Recommendations
9. All Reinitiations 5.91 –2.14* –2.05 818
10. Same Analyst 7.17 –0.83 –0.48 211
11. Different Analyst 5.48 –2.60 * –2.05 607
12. Initiations 5.26 –1.45 –0.96 594

(10)-(11) 1.69 1.77 0.78
(10)-(12) 1.91 0.62 0.26

Downgrades
13. All Reintiations 5.98 –1.87*** –4.15 3,425
14. Same Analyst 6.64 –1.91 ** –2.32 971
15. Different analyst 5.72 –1.85 *** –3.44 2,454
16. Regular Downgrades 5.14 –1.96*** –13.58 50,714

(14)-(15) 0.92 –0.06 –0.06
(14)-(16) 1.50 0.05 0.06
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Table Va Three-month calendar time portfolios after transaction costs-Positive ratings
and upgrades

Stocks enter a portfolio at the market close on the day the recommendation is announced and remain in the
portfolio for 3 months. Portfolios are updated every day and value-weighted daily returns are computed
according to equation (3). Daily returns are then compounded in monthly returns. First-day and last-day
returns are reduced by half the spread, according to the procedure outlined in Corwin and Schultz (2012).
The table reports the regression estimates from regressing the monthly returns in excess of the risk-free rate
on the Cahart (1997) four-factor model. The intercept gives the average monthly buy-and-hold abnormal
returns. Standard errors are computed with the Newey-West adjustment.

All Reinitiations Same Analyst Different Analyst Initiations

Intercept 0.32* 0.55** 0.17 -0.09
(0.16) (0.25) (0.19) (0.21)

RMRF 1.13*** 1.25*** 1.10*** 1.27***

(0.05) (0.08) (0.06) (0.06)
SMB 0.49*** 0.42*** 0.51*** 0.32***

(0.09) (0.13) (0.11) (0.10)
HML -0.18 -0.19 -0.18 -0.09

(0.13) (0.16) (0.14) (0.11)
UMD -0.07 -0.20* -0.03 -0.02

(0.07) (0.10) (0.06) (0.05)
N 121 121 121 121

adj. R2 0.91 0.84 0.87 0.87

All Reinitiation Same Analyst Different Analyst Regular
Upgrades Upgrades Upgrades Upgrades

Intercept 0.25* 0.64** 0.19 -0.04
(0.15) (0.30) (0.24) (0.08)

RMRF 1.16*** 1.16*** 1.14*** 1.13***

(0.05) (0.11) (0.06) (0.03)
SMB 0.52*** 0.80*** 0.61*** 0.57***

(0.10) (0.14) (0.13) (0.05)
HML -0.05 -0.19 -0.11 0.05

(0.12) (0.14) (0.16) (0.05)
UMD -0.10** -0.40*** -0.04 -0.10**

(0.04) (0.10) (0.05) (0.04)
N 121 121 121 121

adj. R2 0.92 0.84 0.83 0.97
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Table Vb Comparing portfolios’ abnormal returns

I compare the abnormal returns from two types of recommendations by forming a hedge portfolio that
is long one type of recommendation and short the other one. The daily returns from that strategy are
compounded into monthly returns that are regressed on the Cahart (1997) four factors. The table reports
the intercept and the corresponding t statistics with Newey-West standard errors.

Intercept t

Positive ratings
Same Analyst versus Different Analyst 0.38 1.22
Same Analyst versus Initiation 0.64** 2.48

Upgrades
Same Analyst versus Different Analyst 0.45 1.36
Same Analyst versus Regular Upgrades 0.68** 2.48
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Table VIa Six-month calendar time portfolios after transaction costs-Positive ratings
and upgrades

Stocks enter a portfolio at the market close on the day the recommendation is announced and remain in the
portfolio for 6 months. Portfolios are updated every day and value-weighted daily returns are computed
according to equation (3). Daily returns are then compounded in monthly returns. First-day and last-day
returns are reduced by half the spread, according to the procedure outlined in Corwin and Schultz (2012).
The table reports the regression estimates from regressing the monthly returns in excess of the risk-free rate
on the Cahart (1997) four-factor model. The intercept gives the average monthly buy-and-hold abnormal
returns. Standard errors are computed with the Newey-West adjustment.

All Reinitiations Same Analyst Different Analyst Initiations

Intercept 0.30** 0.43*** 0.23 -0.07
(0.14) (0.16) (0.14) (0.18)

RMRF 1.12*** 1.16*** 1.12*** 1.25***

(0.04) (0.07) (0.04) (0.06)
SMB 0.47*** 0.41*** 0.50*** 0.41***

(0.07) (0.10) (0.08) (0.09)
HML -0.19 -0.11 -0.23** -0.18*

(0.13) (0.12) (0.12) (0.10)
UMD -0.03 -0.14 -0.00 -0.03

(0.04) (0.09) (0.03) (0.06)
N 121 121 121 121

adj. R2 0.93 0.88 0.92 0.89

All Reinitiation Same Analyst Different Analyst Regular
Upgrades Upgrades Upgrades Upgrades

Intercept 0.21* 0.61*** 0.33 -0.02
(0.12) (0.17) (0.21) (0.09)

RMRF 1.15*** 1.13*** 1.15*** 1.14***

(0.04) (0.08) (0.05) (0.04)
SMB 0.48*** 0.50*** 0.58*** 0.53***

(0.07) (0.14) (0.09) (0.05)
HML -0.08 -0.04 -0.23 0.05

(0.10) (0.10) (0.15) (0.06)
UMD -0.07** -0.26** -0.08* -0.07*

(0.03) (0.11) (0.04) (0.04)

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ significant at p < .10; ∗ ∗ p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01
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Table VIb Comparing portfolios’ abnormal returns

In order to evaluate the magnitude of the abnormal return differential across recommendation types, I
study the performance of a zero-investment portfolio which is long one type of recommendation and short
another one. The daily returns from that strategy are compounded into monthly returns that are regressed
on the Cahart (1997) four factors. The table reports the intercept and the corresponding t statistics with
Newey-West standard errors.

Intercept t

Positive ratings
Same Analyst versus Different Analyst-Positive ratings 0.21 1.11
Same Analyst versus Initiation 0.51** 2.57

Upgrades
Same Analyst versus Different Analyst upgrade 0.27 1.03
Same Analyst versus Upgrades 0.63*** 3.29
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Table VII Average CAR of portfolios sorted by prior turnover-Positive ratings

All firms subject to one of the following recommendations (reinitiations, initiations, upgrades or downgrades)
are sorted in five portfolios based on their average turnover in the year that precedes the recommendation
date (ending two days before the announcement date). The portfolio breakpoints are based on all the
recommendations types (reinitiations, initiations, upgrades, downgrades). For Nasdaq firms, CRSP’s
volume is divided by two to account for inter-dealer double counting. All renitiations are thus placed on
one of the 5 portfolios, whose average CAR over three-month horizon or six-month horizon is reported.
The last three columns are reinitiations coupled with upgrades. ∗ significant at p < .10; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01

Panel A: Three-month CAR

Quintile All Positive Same Different Reinitiation Same Different
Reinitiations Analyst Analyst Upgrades Analyst Analyst

1 1.01** 2.56*** 0.40 0.71 3.86*** -1.00
(2.13) (2.81) (0.73) (1.10) (3.54) (-1.27)

2 0.70* 1.98** 0.36 1.34*** 3.23*** 0.67
(1.74) (2.24) (0.80) (2.63) (3.06) (1.12)

3 -0.82* -0.45 -0.90* -0.59 0.28 -0.83
(-1.96) (-0.46) (-1.95) (-1.18) (0.25) (-1.47)

4 -0.01 1.35 -0.36 0.25 -0.26 0.42
(-0.03) (1.42) (-0.74) (0.48) (-0.23) (0.72)

5 0.54 1.00 0.41 0.85 0.68 0.91
(0.92) (0.73) (0.64) (1.20) (0.45) (1.12)

P5-P1 -0.47 -1.57 0.01 0.15 -3.18* 1.91*

(0.63) (0.97) (0.02) (0.16) (1.72) (1.70)

Panel B: Six-month CAR

Quintile All Positive Same Different Reinitiation Same Different
Reinitiations Analyst Analyst Upgrades Analyst Analyst

1 1.82*** 3.61** 1.20 1.56* 4.75*** 0.08
(2.61) (2.52) (1.51) (1.66) (2.69) (0.07)

2 0.47 0.79 0.39 1.35* 1.59 1.27
(0.80) (0.58) (0.60) (1.73) (0.99) (1.42)

3 -1.19* -0.07 -1.41** -0.11 1.76 -0.57
(-1.89) (-0.04) (-2.06) (-0.14) (0.96) (-0.67)

4 -0.31 0.05 -0.39 0.35 -2.08 0.98
(-0.46) (0.03) (-0.53) (0.42) (-1.06) (1.08)

5 1.23 2.98 0.81 1.00 1.83 0.78
(1.30) (1.27) (0.78) (0.87) (0.73) (0.60)

P5-P1 -0.59 -0.63 -0.39 -0.57 -2.91 0.70
(0.51) (0.23) (0.31) (0.38) (0.95) (0.41)
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Table VIII Average CAR by analysts coverage groups-Positive ratings

For each recommendation, the number of analysts covering the stock is computed using the forecast file
from IBES during the year that precedes the reinitiation. All reinitiations are sorted in three portfolios
depending on their analyst coverage (the breakpoints being determined from all the recommendations).
The average percentage CARs are reported for each portfolio. Standard errors are clustered by calendar
day. ∗ significant at p < .10; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01

Panel A: Three-month CAR

Portfolio All Positive Same Different Reinitiation Same Different
Reinitiations Analyst Analyst Upgrades Analyst Analyst

1 1.71*** 2.94** 1.31* 2.34** 5.54*** 1.00
(2.68) (2.35) (1.77) (2.55) (3.40) (0.92)

2 0.65 2.53** 0.20 0.74 1.00 0.67
(1.40) (2.11) (0.39) (1.27) (0.69) (1.05)

3 0.35 1.19 0.19 0.63 1.49 0.42
(0.98) (1.16) (0.49) (1.30) (1.20) (0.80)

P3-P1 -1.21* -1.31 -1.08 -1.59 -4.04** -0.45
(1.65) (0.82) (1.30) (1.56) (2.01) (0.38)

Panel B: Six-month CAR

Portfolio All Positive Same Different Reinitiation Same Different
Reinitiations Analyst Analyst Upgrades Analyst Analyst

1 1.64 3.30 1.10 3.65** 6.42** 2.49
(1.55) (1.59) (0.90) (2.24) (2.57) (1.23)

2 1.39** 3.64** 0.85 1.78** 1.78 1.78*

(1.97) (2.08) (1.10) (2.04) (0.82) (1.88)
3 1.15** 2.01 1.03* 1.56** 2.52 1.32*

(2.11) (1.29) (1.77) (2.21) (1.42) (1.68)

P3-P1 -0.32 -1.23 0.06 -2.00 -3.96 -1.07
(0.27) (0.48) (0.04) (1.15) (1.29) (0.50)
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Table IX Average CAR by residual analysts coverage groups-Positive ratings

Each month, I regress the log(1 + Analysts) on log(Size) and take the residuals. All reinitiations are then
sorted in three portfolios depending on their residual analyst coverage (the breakpoints being determined
from all the recommendations). The average percentage CARs are reported for each portfolio. Standard
errors are clustered by calendar day. ∗ significant at p < .10; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01

Panel A: Three-month CAR

Portfolio All Positive Same Different Reinitiation Same Different
Reinitiations Analyst Analyst Upgrades Analyst Analyst

1 1.72*** 2.13** 1.56*** 1.95*** 4.27*** 0.95
(3.43) (2.29) (2.67) (2.91) (3.67) (1.18)

2 0.47 2.16* 0.14 0.49 1.69 0.18
(1.13) (1.67) (0.33) (0.91) (1.06) (0.33)

3 0.32 1.35 0.11 0.83 0.99 0.78
(0.70) (1.10) (0.23) (1.36) (0.70) (1.14)

P3-P1 -1.39** -0.78 -1.45* -1.12 -3.27* -0.17
(2.06) (0.51) (1.88) (1.24) (1.77) (0.16)

Panel B: Six-month CAR

Portfolio All Positive Same Different Reinitiation Same Different
Reinitiations Analyst Analyst Upgrades Analyst Analyst

1 1.89** 2.42 1.68* 3.31*** 5.24** 2.48**

(2.46) (1.61) (1.91) (3.08) (2.57) (1.98)
2 1.17* 4.08** 0.59 1.08 2.94 0.60

(1.86) (2.11) (0.90) (1.37) (1.32) (0.73)
3 1.13 1.70 1.02 2.07** 1.59 2.19*

(1.52) (0.90) (1.23) (2.11) (0.76) (1.94)

P3-P1 -0.75 -0.72 -0.67 -1.24 -3.65 -0.28
(0.71) (0.30) (0.56) (0.86) (1.24) (0.17)
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Table X Change in Return on Assets (ROA) around recommendation announcements

The table reports the change in Return on Assets (ROA) for firms that are subject to each type of
recommendation. ROA is the ratio of operating income after depreciation (Compustat item OAIDP) over
total assets (Compustat item AT). I subtract the median industry ROA for each fiscal year (using the
48 industries from Ken French’s website). Year 0 is the fiscal year that ends at least 3 months after the
issuance of the recommendation and ∆ROA(0) is the change in ROA between year 0 and the previous fiscal
year. The table also reports the difference between two recommendation types and significance is found
by testing the null hypothesis that the median values are equal across the two recommendation types. ∗

significant at p < .10; ∗ ∗ p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01

Recommendation ∆ROA(−1) ∆ROA(0) ∆ROA(1)

Positive Recommendations
1. All Reinitiations 0.20*** 0.14** -0.06***

2. Same Analyst 0.01 0.14* 0.22
3. Different Analyst 0.24*** 0.15 -0.11***

4. Initiations 0.20*** 0.07 -0.10***

(2)-(3) -0.23** -0.00 0.33***

(2)-(4) -0.19* 0.08 0.31***

Upgrades
5. All Reinitiations 0.16** 0.18*** 0.07
6. Same Analyst -0.09 0.20* 0.31**

7. Different Analyst 0.20*** 0.18** 0.02
8. Regular Upgrades -0.04*** -0.01*** -0.01***

(6)-(7) -0.28** 0.02 0.28**

(6)-(8) -0.05 0.20** 0.32***

Negative Recommendations
9. All Reinitiations -0.19 -0.15** 0.07
10. Same Analyst -0.24 -0.45** -0.09
11. Different Analyst -0.16 -0.08 0.14*

12. Initiations -0.12** -0.35*** -0.03

(10)-(11) -0.08 -0.37 -0.23
(10)-(12) -0.12 -0.09 -0.07

Downgrades
13. All Reinitiations -0.08*** -0.15*** 0.02
14. Same Analyst -0.15* -0.36*** -0.05
15. Different Analyst -0.05* -0.11*** 0.03
16. Regular Downgrades 0.01 -0.23*** -0.08***

(14)-(15) -0.10 -0.25** -0.07
(14)-(16) -0.17 -0.14 0.03
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Table XI Change in EBIT margin around recommendation announcements

The table reports the change in EBIT margin for firms that are subject to each type of recommendation,
where EBIT is the ratio of EBIT over sales. I substract the median industry EBIT margin for each fiscal
year (using the 48 industries from Ken French’s website). Year 0 is the fiscal year that ends at least 3
months after the issuance of the recommendation and ∆EBIT (0) is the change in EBIT margin between
year 0 and the previous fiscal year. The table also reports the difference between two recommendation
types and significance is found by testing the null hypothesis that the median values are equal across the
two recommendation types. ∗ significant at p < .10; ∗ ∗ p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01

Recommendation ∆EBIT (−1) ∆EBIT (0) ∆EBIT (1)

Positive Recommendations
1. All Reinitiations 0.25*** 0.06* -0.19***

2. Same Analyst -0.17 0.16* 0.06
3. Different Analyst 0.32*** 0.02 -0.27***

4. Initiations 0.37*** 0.04 -0.13*

(2)-(3) -0.49** 0.14 0.32**

(2)-(4) -0.53** 0.12 0.18

Upgrades
5. All Reinitiations 0.19** 0.07*** 0.02
6. Same Analyst -0.27 0.18* 0.26**

7. Different Analyst 0.27*** 0.02** -0.04**

8. Regular Upgrades -0.10*** -0.06* -0.09***

(6)-(7) -0.54** 0.16 0.30**

(6)-(8) -0.17 0.24** 0.36**

Negative Recommendations
9. All Reinitiations -0.30* -0.43** -0.03
10. Same Analyst -0.30 -0.90** -0.62
11. Different Analyst -0.31 -0.29 0.13
12. Initiations -0.43 -0.44** -0.16

(10)-(11) 0.00 -0.61 -0.75
(11)-(12) 0.13 -0.46 -0.46

Downgrades
12. All Reinitiations -0.19*** -0.29*** -0.15***

13. Same Analyst -0.30** -0.42*** -0.39**

14. Different Analyst -0.13*** -0.24*** -0.06**

15. Regular Downgrades -0.09** -0.40*** -0.19***

(13)-(14) -0.17 -0.18 -0.33
(13)-(15) -0.21** -0.02 -0.20
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Appendix A. Corwin and Schultz (2012)’s algorithm

In their paper, Corwin and Schultz (2012) propose a new method to estimate the spread. Their work starts from

the idea that the high-low price ratio has two components: a variance component that grows proportionally with

time and a spread component which stays constant over two consecutive days. They assume that the high price is

buyer initiated and the low price is seller initiated, which means that the actual and observed high and low prices

follow the following relationship:

[ln(
HO
t

LOt
)2] = [ln(

HA
t (1 + S/2)

LAt (1− S/2)
)]2

where HA
t LAt are the actual high (resp. low) stock price on day t, and HO

t LOt the observed high(resp. low)

stock price on that same day.

In order to solve for the two components of the high-low price ratio, they use two equations, the first one involving

the high-low price ratio over two consecutive days and the second one with the high-low price ratio over a single

two-day estimation window.

They show that the spread S can be estimated as:

S =
2(eα − 1)

1 + eα

where α can be estimated with the following closed-form solution:
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with

β = E[

1∑
j=0

[ln(
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t+j

LOt+j
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and

γ = [ln(
HO
t,t+1

LOt,t+1

)]2]

The procedure makes it possible to get an estimate of the spread using only the high and low prices from two

consecutive days. Their procedure relies on a small number of assumptions (stock prices follow a diffusion process,

volatility grows linearly with time, and spreads are constant over a two-day period), and that stock prices do not

change over non-trading periods.

I adjust daily high and low prices for overnight returns: if the low price of day (t+1) is greater than the previous

day close, I decrease the day (t+1) low and high price by the amount of the overnight change. If the day (t+1)

high is below the day t close, I increase the day (t+1) high and low prices by the amount of the overnight change.

Moreover, in some rare instances, the estimate for the spread could be negative. That could take place in periods of
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high volatility when the volatility over a two-day period is greater than twice the daily volatility or when there is a

large price change overnight. If the spread estimate is negative, I set it to zero before computing the monthly average.

For each recommendation in my data, I estimate the spread using any two consecutive trading days on the month

the recommendation is issued, and I use the average value as my estimate of the spread.
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Appendix B. Additional tables

Table XIIa Distribution of recommendations

Year Positive reinitiations Same Analyst Different Analyst Initiations

2003 (from June) 152 53 99 188
2004 410 110 300 380
2005 556 86 470 337
2006 432 63 369 352
2007 491 83 408 331
2008 453 63 390 518
2009 531 89 442 285
2010 739 151 588 357
2011 678 115 563 349
2012 668 151 517 271

2013 (until June) 273 96 177 104

Total 5,383 1,060 4,323 3,472

Table XIIb Reinitiation upgrades and regular upgrades

Year Reinitiation Same Analyst Different Analyst Regular
Upgrades Upgrades

2003 (from June) 105 51 54 2,401
2004 291 103 188 4,841
2005 346 55 291 5,011
2006 255 39 216 4,566
2007 301 50 251 5,270
2008 255 36 219 5,759
2009 323 64 259 5,115
2010 476 105 371 4,911
2011 412 78 334 5,363
2012 396 113 283 4,055

2013 (until June) 141 59 82 1,577

Total 3,301 753 2,548 48,869
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Table XIIc Negative Reinitiations and initiations

Year Negative Reinitiations Same Analyst Different Analyst Initiations

2003 (from June) 37 18 19 39
2004 117 47 70 70
2005 80 23 57 51
2006 83 9 74 68
2007 82 17 65 43
2008 90 12 78 99
2009 80 13 67 90
2010 77 21 56 45
2011 66 16 50 46
2012 85 26 59 36

2013 (until June) 30 13 17 19

Total 827 215 612 606

Table XIId Distribution of reinitiations Downgrades and Regular Downgrades

Year Reinitiation Same Analyst Different Analyst Regular
Downgrades Downgrades

2003 (from June) 135 59 76 2,518
2004 416 150 266 5,525
2005 317 76 241 5,094
2006 288 37 251 5,452
2007 280 42 238 5,403
2008 292 39 253 6,710
2009 329 83 246 5,332
2010 400 128 272 4,762
2011 362 100 262 4,737
2012 475 196 279 5,102

2013 (until June) 201 106 95 2,063

Total 3,495 1,016 2,479 52,698
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Table XIII Three-month market performance before reinitiations

For each reinitiation of coverage, the table reports the compounded return, the mean CAR (using the DGTW
portfolios as benchmark), for the three-month period ending on the day that precedes the recommendation
announcement date. The table also shows the difference between reinitiations by the same analyst and a
different analyst. ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01

Recommendation Actual Return Mean CAR t N
(%) (%)

Positive Recommendations
1. All Reinitiations 4.94 1.10*** 4.02 5,382
2. Same Analyst 4.25 0.21 0.34 1,059
3. Different Analyst 5.11 1.32*** 4.34 4,323

(2)-(3) -0.86 -1.12* -1.68

Upgrades
4.All Reintiations 5.36 0.60** 2.09 6,202
5. Same Analyst 4.26 -0.30 -0.41 752
6. Different analyst 5.28 1.16*** 2.93 2,548

(5)-(6) -1.02 -1.45* 1.78

Negative Recommendations
7.All Reinitiations 3.65 -0.67 -0.85 827
8.Same Analyst 5.39 -0.75 -0.51 215
9. Different Analyst 3.03 -0.64 -0.69 612

(8)-(9) 2.36 -0.11 0.06

Downgrades
10.All Reintiations 4.51 -0.08 -0.29 7,312
11.Same Analyst 6.90 0.98 1.27 1,015
12.Different analyst 3.15 -0.25 -0.61 2,479

(11)-(12) 3.75 1.23 -1.41
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Table XIV Change in turnover after reinitiations of coverage

For each firm subject to a reinitiation of coverage, the average daily turnover is estimated during the
three months that end on the day the recommendation was discontinued (in the window [-63, -2] before
the discontinuation date). Daily turnover is the ratio of the share volume on the total number of shares
outstanding. For Nasdaq firms, CRSP’s volume is divided by two to account for inter-dealer double
counting. Reinitiations are then sorted into five groups based on their estimated turnover. In Panel A,
the average daily turnover is estimated in the three months that follow the reinitiation announcement
date (in the window [2,63]), and the table reports the average difference in turnover between the post-
recommendation period and the pre-discontinuation period for each portfolio. Panel B reports the average
change in daily turnover between the six-month post-recommendation window (between days [2,120]) and
the pre-discontinuation period. Each panel also compares the changes in turnover between the extreme
portfolios. Standard errors are clustered by calendar day.∗ significant at p < .10; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01

Panel A: Three-month period after the reinitiation announcement

Quintile All Positive Same Different Reinitiation Same Different
Reinitiations Analyst Analyst Upgrades Analyst Analyst

1 0.05*** 0.07*** 0.04*** 0.06*** 0.07*** 0.05***

(11.22) (6.21) (9.42) (9.12) (5.74) (7.19)
2 0.06*** 0.07*** 0.06*** 0.06*** 0.08*** 0.06***

(8.58) (5.27) (7.17) (6.86) (5.19) (5.27)
3 0.04*** 0.04** 0.04*** 0.06*** 0.04** 0.07***

(4.84) (2.16) (4.40) (5.45) (1.99) (5.13)
4 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01

(1.09) (0.52) (0.97) (1.19) (0.68) (0.97)
5 -0.17*** -0.20** -0.16*** -0.19*** -0.36*** -0.15***

(-4.76) (-2.48) (-4.08) (-4.30) (-3.11) (-3.15)

P5-P1 -0.22*** -0.27*** -0.20*** -0.25*** -0.44*** -0.20***

(6.15) (3.29) (5.17) (5.54) (3.73) (4.15)

Panel B: Six-month period after the reinitiation announcement

Quintile All Positive Same Different Reinitiation Same Different
Reinitiations Analyst Analyst Upgrades Analyst Analyst

1 0.06*** 0.07*** 0.05*** 0.06*** 0.08*** 0.06***

(12.77) (7.25) (10.64) (9.42) (5.79) (7.53)
2 0.07*** 0.08*** 0.07*** 0.07*** 0.10*** 0.07***

(11.00) (5.58) (9.58) (9.93) (5.67) (8.04)
3 0.05*** 0.03 0.06*** 0.06*** 0.03 0.07***

(4.95) (1.42) (4.77) (6.34) (1.57) (6.34)
4 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.03* 0.01 0.03**

(1.47) (0.24) (1.56) (1.86) (0.30) (2.03)
5 -0.20*** -0.28*** -0.18*** -0.24*** -0.42*** -0.19***

(-5.96) (-3.47) (-4.91) (-5.53) (-3.55) (-4.33)

P5-P1 -0.26*** -0.36*** -0.23*** -0.30*** -0.50*** -0.24***

(7.65) (4.36) (6.30) (6.94) (4.19) (5.53)
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